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Workers are coming around and
demanding more and more emphasis
on solar energy. This is the flip side of
stopping nuclear power and I think it’s
going to be extremely significant.”
Wasserman noted that, as federallyregulated legal monopolies, utility
companies like the Public Service Co.
of New Hampshire, are guaranteed a
certain rate of return on their expenditures. This makes it desirable for

packets of news copy and graphics,
and a monthly graphics packet.
Photographs are half-toned on a 65
and 85 line screen. Copy is typeset in
English Times, 10/11 X 14. LNS is
indexed yearly.

them to invest in the most expensive
form of energy, which happens to be
nuclear power. “The more they spend,
the more they make,” he said, “and
the more the public pays, of course.
It’s a giant rip-off and we want to stop
it.”
Asked about governmental

Subsription rates: $20/month;
$240/year.

regulatory agencies, Wasserman
replied, “That’s a misnomer if there
ever was one. They’re basically rubber
stamps for the industry.
[which is]
part-and-parcel of all the other major
financial
and
oil
company
monopolies.”
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Correction
In last week’s packet, #917, in the article on Korea on page 7, the first

paragraph

in the

second column should

read:
•

By

1949, a year before the war,

Washington
nearly

$400

Seabrook

had

already promised
million in aid to the

(continued from page 10)

war!’ and we’ll move on that too!”
Environmentalist Barry Commoner
labeled Seabrook a symbol of what’s

wrong with the energy

industry,

and

“people’s control” of
energy. Commoner noted that, contrary to the assertions of some, the
Seabrook plant will actually take jobs
away from New England; it will do
this, he said, by raising utility rates and
thus encouraging industry to leave the
area. “Seabrook doesn’t belong here,
it doesn’t belong anywhere,” he said.
“It is a monster that feeds on the people’s needs!” Commoner called for an
alliance with the unions and farmers,
whom he labeled “the first victims of
the energy industry.”
Similar sentiments were expressed by
Joe Frantz, a representative of District
31 of the United Steel Workers, and
one of three labor leaders to address
the rally. The largest such local in the
country. District 31 ’s 130,000 members
recently voted to oppose construction
of a nuclear plant in their own area of
Illinois. Frantz told the crowd that “a
campaign of deception by financial incalled

for

opposed to alternative forms
of energy is responsible for the widespread myth that nuclear power creates
terests”

jobs.

Clamshell

Wasserman

spokesperson
stated

that

Harvey

the Alliance

.

.

planned an

illegal occupation involving
disobedience on June 24. This
plan was agreed upon at a Clam con-

civil

gress last

11,

however, the Clam Coordinating

Committee (CC), a body composed of
elected representatives from all local
chapters, announced that the Alliance
would accept a previously-rejected
state proposal for a legal rally at the

construction

At

Regulatory Commission hearings in
nearby Manchester. But beyond the
events just past, very real and hard
questions remains as to exactly what
kind of organization the Alliance is—

and in what manner it will function.
Although a good start has been
made, much more work is needed to
broaden the Clamshell’s base to include more labor. Third World people,
and “average Americans.” This
reporter, for example, saw no more
than 10 Black faces during the entire
demonstration.

At

at on-site press conference.

Clam

spokesperson Cathy Wolff stated that
future Clam activities will include a reevaluation of where the organization
now stands, and noted that the
Alliance will still continue to use tactics
such as “civil disobedience-type occupations.” Wolff added, however,

“we want

—

—

from the action

civil

if

disobedience

were to occur. Seacoast people claimed
they were being severely harrassed by
local

and had no other

authorities

choice.

Given
prising

this

that

background,

— despite

it is

not sur-

the large turn-

—

out people’s view of the “success”
of this weekend’s action depended as

much on their political perspective as
on
the
actual
numbers of
demonstrators present. Esse Hammel,
a staffperson at Boston Clamshell, told
me on Saturday, “I’m real excited

about things right now.” As for the
manner in which the decision to go
legal had been made, Hammel said, “I
a mistake...! think it’s a real
of the idea of the spirit of
negotiation, because it isn’t negotiation between the Clams and
PSC...One of the things we stand for is
being all together on decisions...”
Janet Golden, a fellow Boston
it’s

twist

Clam, told LNS:

“It’s fun, but

it

sure

bogus camping in
the woods with a bunch of people
ain’t political.

It’s

pretending you’re restoring a site when
they’re building a nuclear power plant.
It’s not the same as taking over the
land in an illegal occupaion... [We’re]

giving in to everything the governor

wants.”
In response to these

group

and related con-

“Clams for
Democracy/Radical Caucus” has
arisen. The group held a number of
workshops over the weekend to “excerns, a

calling itself

amine the relationship of the
private

property,

state,

and
democracy to the future of the antinuclear movement.” The Clams for
Democracy have scheduled a conference in Amherst in July.

work on public

It is

Clams

to

point,

this

education as a unified group. We’ve
had a lot of good teach-ins, we’ve had a
lot of good lectures... and we want to
continue that way.”
Wolff ended her press conference by
stating her opinion that more people
had come to the legal rally than would
have come to the previously-planned
“Occupation/Restoration.
Although
Wolff was probably correct in this
regard, resentment remains within
Clamshell over the fact that the state
dictated the terms of the demonstration, and especially over the manner in
which the Clam’s decision to hold a

that

site.

the focus of the
demonstration became an educational
one. But the CC’s decision was made
without consultation of local Clams;
it
came after members of “the
Seacoast the Clams who comprise
the Alliance’s local base declared
their intention to withdraw support

think

Whither Clamshell?
About 2,000 protesters went straight
from the Seabrook site to demonstrate
for six hours on Monday at Nuclear

November, and it reflected
all members. On June

the consensus of

direct

hard to say
for

—

action

how much

support

Democracy has within the
but it is clear that, one way

Alliance
or the other, the Alliance will have to
come to grips with the issues they have
raised.

Virtually

all

of the people

I

have talked to remain committed to
working for a unified organization.
»

’

’

legal rally

was made.

Prior to June 11, the Clamshell had

Duncan Harp is a member of the
Clamshell Alliance and a freelance
writer in the Boston area who contributes articles and graphics to LNS,

(See graphics)

the court had returned full circle to

felt

public homosexual activity.”

the 19th century, noted: ”It

Supreme Court Upholds Bakke;
Affirmative Action Programs
Threatened

NEW YORK

(LNS)— The

long-

awaited Supreme Court decision on the
Bakke “reverse discrimination” case
was handed down June 28, two days
before the court adjourned for the
summer and nine months after
arguments in the case had been presented. In an apparent attempt to appease both sides in the case, the Court
upheld Bakke’s charge that he was the
victim of “reverse deiscrimination” in
his application to medical school at UC
Davis, while ruling that race could be
considered a factor in university admissions programs.
Despite the compromise 5-4 decision

handed down by the court

in a tangle

of supporting and dissenting opinions,
the one definite winner in the case was
Allan Bakke. And as one speaker at a

New York

City protesting the
decision stated, “If Bakke won, we
lost. It’s as simple as that.”
rally in

By focusing almost
“legality”

“The court’s decision seeks to mystify
the real issues in the case,” Claudette
Furlonge, a member of the National
Committee and one of the speakers at
the April 15 protest in Washington,
D.C., told LNS in a telephone interview after the decision. “Essentially

what the ruling means is that now
Black and other Third World people
must rely on the good intentions of the
same institutions which we have fought
for the past two hundred years. Affirmative action programs are nothing
without guarantees. And the court has
taken the guarantees away.”
The ruling also provides validity to
the theory,
implicit
in
the term
“reverse discrimination” that the time
has come when white men are being
discriminated against in a fashion
similar to the way in which Blacks have
historically been. In other words, the
history of discrimination against
Blacks has come to an end.

But this ignores the discriminatory
conditions which minorities and
women face today. For example,

though unemployment dropped from
7.8 percent to 6.9 percent in the last
year, according to official figures, the

unemployment for Blacks rose
from 12.9 percent to 14 percent. For

official

many U.S.

the
figure stands at well over 50 percent.
Justice Thurgood Marshall, the sole
Black Justice, after asserting that he

I

in several cities

country.

At a

rally in

throughout the
City a

New York

day after the decison was handed
down, over 300 people, gathered to express their outrage at the court’s rulAnd the protesters vowed to con-

ing.

tinue mobilizing to fulfill the pledge of
the National Committee to Overturn
the Bakke Decison, that: “millions of

people in this country

cities,

(#918)

The

large

New York

tion included

City demonstra-

more Black and Third

World contingents than in recent years.
At least one Third World speaker,
though, expressed anger that a consciousness of racism had not been a
higher priority with the organizers.
A local focus was given by banners,
speakers and leaflets pressing for
passage of Intro 384, the city civil
rights bill for gays.

The proposed

bill

has served as a model for other cities,
yet has been defeated for six consecutive years in city council through
the lobbying efforts of strong Catholic

Church

and

Orthodox

Jewish

establishments.

who are opposed

to racism are not going to

let

!

Boston’s

the rights

of Black people and other minorities be
set
back 50 years.” Or as
demonstrators at emergency rallies
across the country chanted, “We won’t
go back Send Bakke back ”
!

(See photos)

Gay Demonstrations in U.S.
Draw Half a MUlion

march

coincided

with

Soweto

Solidarity Day, commemorating the 1 ,000 Blacks killed by
South African police during a 1976
uprising against the racist South
African regime. A speaker from
Lavender Resistance, a group of lesbians and gay men who define
themselves as socialist, feminist and
anti-racist,

expressed

solidarity

with

the Soweto march, while the Soweto

demonstrators, reportedly,
doing the same for the gay
demonstrators.
solidarity

upon the
and not the

reasons for their existence, the court’s
decision will undoubtedly provide a
shot in the arm for those seeking to
dismantle the programs. Quotas and
other affirmative action mechanisms
were set up in the first place largely
because institutions feared they would
be hauled into court for keeping Third
World people and women out. Now
the Supreme Court has told them that
they won’t have to worry any more.

Page

tests

entirely

of quotas,

Black youths in

must be
remembered that during most of the
past 200 years the Constitution as interpreted by this court did not prohibit
the most ingenious and pervasive
forms of discrimination against the
Negro.”
The decision was greeted with pro-

Liberation

News

Service

NEW YORK (LNS)— If electoral attacks

on the

of gay people
are a discouraging prospect indeed to
many lesbians and gay men, the June
demonstrations of gay pride and protest from Sydney, Australia to cities
across the U.S. testified to the accomplishments of the gay movement in
civil rights

the nine years since its birth.
Virtually invisible to society-at-large

time of the Stonewall rebellion
by gays in Greenwich Village in 1969,
lesbians and gay men now filled the
streets in numbers: 300,000 (by official
at the

police estimates) in San Francisco,
75-80,000 in New York City, 3-5,000 in
Boston, 3,000 each in Houston and
Chicago, and 125 in Albuquerque,
New Mexico during Gay Pride Week,

June 18 to 25. Groups of under 50
courageous people also chose to make
themselves visible in smaller towns like
Champaign, Illinois; Jamestown, New
York; Providence, Rhode Island; and
Worcester, Massachusetts.
The turn of events in the past
year— where gays have borne the brunt
of right-wing campaigns along with the
poor, women and Third World
people left its mark on many of the
actions. A wide spectrum of gay

—

lifestyles

was represented,

the larger

cities, as it

at least in

has been in past

many was more
more angry amd more intent
on making common cause with other
movements and oppressed sectors of
years. Yet the tone in
political,

society.

The Bay Area demonstration drew
people from all over California and the
west coast, focusing especially on the
impending Briggs initiative. The ingo before California voters
in the fall, would prohibit employment
to school workers who have engaged in
“public homosexual activity” or who
advocate or promote “private or
itiative, to

LIBERA TION News Service

were

“Our questioning and experimenting
much a threat to traditional institutions
and those who uphold
them,” she said. “They are fighting
is

very

back. And they are powerful because
they have money, because they work
within existing institutions and because
they play with people’s insecurities

about sexuality, about power, about
the American Dream. We
must use our strengths to contend with
the forces of the right and continue
realizing

building our

movement.”

Speakers at the Albuquerque march
were predominantly concerned with
social

issues, despite local media’s
focus on gay church groups. Henry
Hay, longtime left and gay activist and
founder of one of the early gay
organizations, the Mattachine Society,
told the group that it was time to stop

knocking on the doors of corporate

America
instead,

for acceptance.

he

said,

to

It is

turn

necessary
to

the

and work on making coalitions with other movements.
In Houston a speaker talked again,
grassroots

—

,

about the Right in this case many
people’s worst memory of it Nazi
Germany, and the persecution of death
it brought to European gays: “Many
people remember the yellow Star of
David worn by Jews in Nazi Germany,
but few recall the pink triangle forced
on European homosexuals.”
And, as gays around the country
heard media and grapevine reports on
the numbers that turned out in various
demonstrations, a newscast reported
on a gay demonstration in Sydney,
Australia, where police arrested 53.

—

(Thanks to Beth Wood for informaon the Albuquerque demonstration and to Gay Community News for
tion

figures

and information from other

cities,)
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it was agreed
anyone belonging to, or voluntarily joining, the union after July 15 must
remain in the union.

administration. Finaliy,

that

Washington, D.C. Nurses

End Month-Long

Strike

Despite

by Elizabeth Brady and Peter Gribbin
Liberation

News

Service

WASHINGTON (LNS)— After

their

on the

concession

union shop, the nurses were successful
in winning several other demands: a
doubling of life insurance coverage,
maternity leave, an increase in educa-

31

days on the picket line, nurses from the
Washington Hospital Center (WHC)
voted overwhelmingly June 26 to end
their strike against the largest private

hospital in the Washington,

D.C. area.
decision to return to work came in
the wake of the Hospital Center’s

tional benefits,

an improved

sick leave

plan and a pay increase.
The non-discrimination clause in the

new

contract was also expanded to include sexual preference, marital status,

ther realized that they [the
administrators] are proud of their union-

political affiliation and ethnic background. Additionally, nurses are now
allowed to picket and honor picket
lines of other unions in the hospital.
As nurses returned to their jobs after
the month-long strike, they seemed to
feel that they are better equipped now
for future organizing efforts. If nothing else, the strike has raised the level
of the nurses’ militancy; and it has also
forged greater solidarity between the
nurses and other workers at the
hospital. Where many of the nurses
were formerly content to view them-

busting tactics and that they like to

selves as “professionals,”

have that label.”

themselves as co-workers
other hospital employees.

The

threat to replace the striking nurses

permanently.

“We realized,” said Dottie Hararas,
president of the District of Columbia
Nurses’ Association unit at the
Hospital Center, “that the ultimate
union-busting tactic.
.is to just leave
us out until they replace us.
.and then
.

.

there

would be no union

at all.

We fur-

WHC

more now

see

with

Settlement Terms

Developments in the fourth week of
the strike brought it to the brink of a
settlement.

At a

press conference held
before the strike ended, Dottie

a week
Hararas expressed the concern and
anger with which the nurses viewed the

A

Blow

When

to Divide and Rule Tactics
the nurses originally decided

on a bargaining agent

in

December

raise as nothing less

1976, they opted for the D.C. chapter
of the American Nurses Association
over Local 722 of the Service
Employees International Union
(SEIU), under which all other hospital
workers are organized. Since then, the
administration has played on this division of the work force in a number of
ways.
During the strike, for example, when
hospital workers complained of shorter
work weeks and smaller paychecks, the

than a “bribe” to lure striking nurses
back to work without answering their
major grievances. The “bribe” would
also discourage other nurses from join-

administration cited the striking nurses
as the cause. The nurses, however,
were quick to point out that the administration was merely “trimming the

ing the strike.

meat and keeping the fat.” Management personnel continued to draw big

hospital administration’s

maneuver to weaken the

most recent
namely

strike,

the administration’s plan to “implement unilateral benefits.”
Specifically, the hospital announced
plans to initiate immediately a six percent pay increase originally scheduled
to take effect in October. The nurses
interpreted the

pay

“The

hospital,” as one nurse put it,
“is putting profits above the communi-

paychecks while cutbacks seriously af-

ty’s health needs. They are determined
to destroy our union.”
At the press conference, the nurses’
spokesperson outlined terms for a

fected the hospital center’s cafeteria
workers. X-ray technicians, medical
secretaries, laundry workers and other
service workers.

speedy resolution to the strike. Realizing that the executive committee of the

forts to pit hospital

Hospital Center’s board of directors
had “finished negotiating” and was
“actively recruiting” replacements, the
nurses agreed to concede on one of
their

key demands

— a union shop.

Originally, the nurses submitted a
proposal for a union shop which called
for mandatory membership in the
nurses’ union within 30 days of the
date of employment at the hospital.
After this was flatly rejected by the administration, the nurses presented a

more moderate plan for a union shop
with a grandfather clause. The clause
would have given all the RN’s currently
at the hospital the option of union
membership and make membership
mandatory only for new employees.
This as well was turned down by the

Page 2

(H918)

But

overall, the

management’s

ef-

workers against the
nurses has had limited success. “I support strikes and I support this strike,”
said Terry Gales, a cafeteria worker.
“The whole thing about cutbacks, I
thought, might be a thing to make
those of us who are coming in to work
be mad at the nurses who are striking,
say ‘Oh, because of them we’re losing
time and we’re losing money.’ But I
don’t look at it that way. They have to
increase their benefits.”
During the strike, the hospital
abused both patients and staff. People

—

on Medicaid and Medicare the old
and the poor were transferred to

—

other hospitals. More affluent people
with private insurance, meanwhile,
were admitted to the hospital sometimes unnecessarily— to make it appear

—

LIBERA TION News Service

that the hospital
mally.

was functioning nor-

In addition, nurses not honoring the
were assigned to assume respon-

strike

A

sibilities beyond their preparation.
graduate, unlicensed nurse, Peter Dennison, for example, was offered the
position of unit captain supervising
health care for 40 patients, on his first
week on the floor. He walked out after
one day on the job and joined the

strike.

The nurse/patient

ratio during the
stood at one nurse to 13 patients
(down from a normal ratio of one
nurse for every five patients), unnecessarily endangering the lives of
many patients. Meanwhile, the
hospital’s board of trustees claims
hypocritically that a union shop would
affect patient care adversely.
strike

Strikers Pinpoint Corporate Links

The board of trustees of the
Washington Hospital Center comprises
a virtual who’s who of the financial
oligarchy in the District of Columbia.
The pattern known as the interlocking
directorate is confirmed when one
looks at the list of companies whose executives sit on the board at WHC:
PEPCO, the electric company whose
rates are constantly rising; the Capitol

Hilton Hotel (where only the rich can
stay); Garfinkle’s (where only the rich
can afford to buy clothes); the
Washington Post (the
has undoubtedly learned a great deal about
union busting from the Post's campaign against its printers); Union First
National Bank; Perpetual Federal Sav-

WHC

ings

and Loan Association; Hogan and

Hartson, a fat-cat law firm; Firestone
International Corporation and many
others.

WHC

It’s no wonder that the
administration can deal so heavyhandedly with the striking nurses. For
the combined economic and political

clout of these companies is such that it
affects the everyday lives of practically

every person and family living in the

DC

area.

The research which went into the
compilation of this list was conducted
by the Health Workers Support Committee and is yet another instance of
the broad community support which
this strike has engendered. By galvaniz-

many segments of the D.C. area,
the nurses raised their own political
consciousness and that of all those who
participated in the strike.
ing

This became crystal clear when on

June 24, over 200 striking nurses, community supporters and rank-and-file
members from other unions marched'

through

downtown

Washington,

holding several rallies at those companies who sit on the board of direc-

of the WHC.
point of the march is
symbolic,” said Dottie Hararas. “We
tors

“The

want the community to know that the
Washington Hospital Center is a big
business like any other and the same
people who sit on the boards of the big
companies we are marching by today
sit on the board of the Washington

June 30, 1978

more...

Hospital Center.

“We

want the community to know

general counsel Peter Galiano told a
reporter for the Guardian soon after

that the hospital has projected $1.8

the

million in profits for this year.”

challenges

WHC

—

By exposing
for what it is
profit-making institution the nurses
are now better prepared to wage their
organizing efforts inside the hospital.
And although they fell short of winning all their demands, their strike has
proved, as one nurse put it, “that
nurses can stay together and stage an

—

effective strike.”

referendum.

Similar legal
been filed by the
California Federation of Teachers,
AFL-CIO, and the State Council of
Service Employees union, which has
160,000 members.
In campaigning for the amendment,
big business interests succeeded in
capitalizing upon the economic worries
of California citizens. To middle class
California residents alarmed by soarhave

and high property
and to many working class and

ing property values

Brady and Peter Gribbin
work and live in the Washington Z>. C.

(Elizabeth
area.)

taxes,

danger of losing their
homes, the proposition limiting local
property taxes to one percent of the
assessed value seemed like an appealing
retired people in

relief.

(See graphics)

Tax Cuts Bring

Service Cuts

in California

Windfall For Business
corporations and real estate interests,
the benefits are more
tangible a windfall, in fact.
With two-thirds of the state’s property in the hands of corporations,
$4.5 billion of the $7 billion rollback in
property taxes will go to such needy
sectors of the California population as
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation and
Standard Oil Company of California.

To

—

by Liberation

New

Service

NEW YORK (LNS)— In the wake of
the passage of California’s Proposition
13, touted as the first stage of a nationwide “taxpayers’ revolt,” community,

and labor union activists are
considering strategies and campaigns
to fight against public service cuts and

According to one legislative study,
the Standard Oil Company of Califor-

massive layoffs. The sweeping amend-

nia will save $13.1 million on refinery

ment to the California

state constitu-

tion drastically cutting

property taxes

near San Francisco; the
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation will
save $9.5 million on properties in the
Los Angeles area and the Pacific
Telephone and Telegraph Company

civil rights

passed by a margin of 2 to 1 in a June 7
statewide election.
At the first of a series of statewide
mobilizations against the amendment,
over 2,000 demonstrators gathered on
the steps of the State Capitol

on June

properties

will save

$130.2 million statewide.

Apartment owners and

real estate in-

26.

The demonstration was called in
response to the Governor of the state,

expected to reap a tax reduction of 60 percent. Propositon 13’s cosponsor, Paul Gann, is, in fact, a large

Jerry Brown, and the legislature’s at-

real estate

tempt to use the amendment in an allout war against workers and public ser-

Jarvis, the other sponsor,

terests are

man,

owner and

politician

politician.
is

Howard

a business-

and vocal John Bircher.

vices.

“Proposition 13 was not a mandate
for

service

cuts,

layoffs,

wage and

welfare grant freezes,” Mary Siegfried
of the Los Angeles Human Services
Coalition, one of the organizers of the
protest, stated at the rally. “But
Governor Brown and the legislature
have distorted the vote and proclaimed
a mandate which gives big business the
largest break and leaves the rest of us

hungry.”

Brown, who initially opposed the
amendment, did a complete turnabout
after the amendment was passed. A
week after the amendment’s passage.
Brown wiped out negotiated cost of living hikes for 224,000 state workers.

One

State Assemblyman, Speaker
McCarty, has predicted that
75,000 municipal employees will get

Leo

along with another 76,000
One of the
groups of workers likely to be hard hit
the

ax,

federally funded workers.

by

projected

cuts,

the

California

Teachers Association (CTA), reacted
swiftly with a suit to stop implementation of the amendment.
“The changes affected by Proposition 13 are so profound, so fundamental and so basic that they touch the entire social fabric of the state,” CTA
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Service Cuts

Poor and

elderly people

throughout

the state, however, didn’t fare as well

and

it is

on

their shoulders that the dire

consequences

of

the

measure

have

mer programs. Extracurricular programs, bilingual education and special
students services are in danger as class
enlarge and the number of
sizes
teachers diminish.
In the college, retirement and beach

town of Santa Cruz, where a women’s
health collective, 10 out of 13 libraries,
and a senior citizens lunch program are
being cut back or closed, groups have

presented county officials with alternative budget proposals that limit
county salaries to $20,000. Similar
budgets that would skim money off the
top rather than off low-income
workers and vital services are being
presented by groups in many individual
counties. Activists in Santa Cruz,
where students have traditionally made
up most demonstrations, report that
recent actions against the cuts have
brought out a much wider spectrum of
people. The protestors include poor,
senior citizens. Third World people
and mentally retarded. “It’s exciting,”

remarked one women, “to see people
acting together rather than only over

(See

year without summer school since the
depression. They also reduced Medical, the state’s health care program for
the poor, and other health budgets
overall by $1.24 million dollars.
Museums, libraries, alternative

women’s and community programs
and clinics, and senior citizens food
programs have also been targetted in
the first round of cuts throughout the

Service

(LNS)— Shouting

converged at the Iranian
consulate in New York June 19 to protest both the choice of Iran as the site
for the
1980
International
protesters

UN

Women’s Decade Conference and

the

exclusion of Third World women from
the planning and direction for the

UN

Decade of Women. The demonstration
was organized by the International
Task Force of the Coalition of Grass
Roots Women, an organization
representing the interests of poor

women.

said

schools and adult educa-

News

NEW YORK

begun to scrap many public services.
Fire and sanitation services are being
cut. Matter-of-factly and without any

summer

week *s packet)

in last

“Solidarity with sisters in Iran,” 200

twin

for

photo

Liberation

The California Senate Finance
Committee and the Assembly Ways
and Means Committee have already

tion programs. This will be the first

.

Poor Women Protest Iran as Site
For International Women’s
Decade Conference

For the event, the Shah of Iran’s
sister donated $1 million in addi-

fallen.

discussion, legislators slashed all funds

own individual needs ”

their

tion to offering a lush site for the con-

“This planned conference,”
one Iranian woman at the

ference.

demonstration, “is nothing more than
a futile attempt by the Shah to cover up
his repressive rule

the rights of

“And

.

.

.

which violates

women and men

alike.”

“the
well-known for his backward
and chauvinist attitude toward
women.” She then pointed to an Iran-

Shah

she

besides,”

added,

is

ian Student Association leaflet confrom an interview the

taining excerpts

Shah gave to Oriana Fallaci. “Nobody
can influence me, nobody at all. And a
woman still less,” says the Shah. “In a
man’s life, women count only if they
and graceful and know
This
how to stay feminine.
Women’s Lib business, for instance.
What do these feminists want? Equaliare beautiful

state.

In Los Angeles alone, more than
one-third of the schools in each district
may be unable to begin classes in the
fall unless they receive emergency state
aid. The Los Angeles Unified School
district has already cancelled all sum-
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.

.

.

you say? Indeed! I don’t want to
you may be equal
seem rude, but

ty

.

.

.

[continued on page 9]
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German Workers Organize

creation of a kind of union which it
and the
is what came out

likes

Against Compromising
Union Federation

—

DGB

of that.

DGB

Today the
owning

itself,

by Marta Luxenburg

News

Liberation

second largest insurance company in

“The

last

years

showed

that

the Deutscher Gewerkschaftsund [Gerof the Trade Unions,

man Federation
or DGB, which
AFL-CIO in the
the

capitalists

against the will

very similar to the
U.S.] is working with
is

and the government
and demands of the

workers. Against the resistance of the
overwhelming majority of its 7 million

members, the DGB apparatus has not
done anything to organize the struggle
of the workers against the capitalist exploitation. It has also done everything
to prevent, sabotage or suppress such
struggles.”

With these words the Revolutionaere
Gewerkschaftsopposition [Revolutionary Opposition to the Union, or
RGO] describes the Federation of all
Trade Unions in the Federal Republic

of

Germany (FRG), which

Ham-

DGB

president, re-elected at
this conference, is the conservative
Social Democrat Oskar Vetter), the

delegates

(its

demanded a 35 hour work

week and the nationalization of all the
banks and main industries.
But the second demand only lasted
for 18 hours. Through a sophisticated
manipulation of the leadership, and afa press reaction approaching horror,
the delegates voted their own demand
ter

down

again.

Beyond
brought

the

this,

DGB

no

congress
federation
be a com-

news. The
revealed itself again to
promising institution, and on May 29,
the weekly Der Spiegel commented on

“Only after the meetings,
beer and brandy, are the
delegates talking about class struggle.”
the congress:

having

The liberal magazine probably doesn’t
mind that, but at least in this point it
echoed criticism by the RGO which
stated that “the DGB, in spite of the
fact that its members are workers, was

never an organization for the workers’
From the very beginning, the
DGB was an instrument of the class
enemy to suppress the fight of the
struggle.

working class.”
The role of the DGB today
its
compromising attitude and its denial of

—

class struggle

we look

—

is

not surprising when

During World
thousands of communist and
socialist union leaders were killed, and
the left almost totally destroyed, by the

War

at its history.

II,

Nazis. Occupying forces, especially the
U.S., then did everything they could in
the post war period to prevent the

beginning of unions which had a class
A few radical unions
began to form despite these
discouragements, but for the most
part, Germany still suffers today from
consciousness.

this

World War

government put

Page 4

II
its

legacy.

400,000 apartments and houses to its
name), and the Bankfeur Gemeinwirtschaft (a major

bank with shares in
Working
conditions in these “Corporation
DGB” operations are no better than in
“normal” corporations.
Beside that, the DGB is making
more than $600,000,000 a year from its
membership fees. The top people in the
DGB rake in salaries of more than
$100,000 a year, which is more than 15
times the salary of an average working
person.
Low and medium func-

more than 100

corporations).

tionaries leave their working jobs for
positions in the union bureaucracy
and for salaries of $1,000 to $2,000 a

Many

month.

union

which started with
workers at the KMF, has a relatively
“simple” program: doing the work the
DGB is supposed to, namely improving
working conditions and fighting for
better wages (in the FRG wages and
salaries are fixed every year).

At the
the
sees and
emphasizes that there is a class struggle
in the FRG. It states in its basic pro-

gram

The

The U.S.

efforts behind the

(U918)

RGO

—

history

began

this year
the DGB is worried. And it
has reasons to be worried. In every
company with more than 40 workers,
regularly elected work councils

{Betriebsrat),

consisting

of

entirely

workers, have to be consulted in

major company decisions,
questions of hiring and
results of the most recent

all

especially in
firing.

RGO

surgent candidates, at least one candidate was elected.

The 1978 Betriebsrat elections
represented the RGO’s attempt at a
results

show

national effort.
The
that there are still tremen-

dous possibilities for the RGO. Despite
a defamation campaign by the union
federation against the RGO, and the
fact that the federation systematically
excludes members who oppose it from
the left and reportedly hands many of
those names over to the FRG secret

police,

RGO

was able

to get a high

percentage of the votes.

Another example of a successful
by the RGO against the DGB
and management’s coordinated fight
against it, comes from the Kemptener
Maschinen Fabrik (KMF), a
metalworking company in southern
Germany with some 400 workers.
There, during an electoral contest in
which the RGO gained 43.7 percent of
the votes, the management and the
struggle

local

DGB

future of the

RGO

is

hopeful,

it’s

RGO member put

it: “We simply have
organize towards a revolutionary
union. Only this way will we ever live
in a just society.”

to

(See graphics)

New Mexico

resorted to virtually every

—

campaign trick in the book from a
defamation campaign to firing two
people. One of the two was an RGO
activist, another an RGO candidate,
even though firing a candidate to the
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Faces Threat

from 52 Million Tons
of Radioactive Wastes

Tom

by

Liberation

Barry

News

Service

LAGUNA, N.M. (LNS)— Scotchtaped to the window of Laguna
Pueblo’s tribal offices is a notice asking pueblo residents to report

any cases

of uranium ore or tailings in home construction. This small poster is just one
sign of a new awareness about the
dangers of the millions of tons of waste
piles that scar the western landscape.

The

elections to

these councils speak for themselves: in
every company where the
ran in-

coordinated

can only be

an organization which grew
out of, rather than was imposed on the
workers, and its work will continue.
As a worker at the KMF who is an
since

RGO

organized

exploitation

in

the present Social Democratic government, is huge and the
has taken
up the task of challenging this power.
Despite the fact that the
is
its

that

changed through a basic change of the
economic system.

leaders

The RGO Challenge
The power of the DGB, especially

—

RGO

same time, though,

have
almost no direct contact with the rank
and file.

young

is illegal.

RGO,

The

recently

finished its annual conference in
burg. Against the will of the

leadership

FRG), the retail trade company Coop, the Neue Heimat (the biggest house
owner in the FRG with more than
the

Service

FRANKFURT, West Germany
—

(LNS)

a corporation

is

the Volksfuersorge (the

Betriebsrat

At Laguna,
in this part

as in

of

all

the communities

New Mexico

called the

Grants Uranium Belt, uranium is king.
This 3,000-square-mile section of
northwest New Mexico contains about
50 percent of the country’s uranium
reserves and for the last 20 years has
been the country’s biggest source of the

radioactive fuel.

Before Navajo sheep herder Paddy

Martinez

accidently discovered
uranium-bearing rock on the New
Mexico mesas in 1950, this dry land
was the quiet home of several Indian
pueblos, Chicano land grant communities, and the eastern part of the
Navajo Reservation. The Chicano and

Indian people lived a traditional,
rural life of subsistence farming and
cattle

ranching.

years, the area

But in the last 25
around Grants, N.M.

has become the

new home of the uranimining and milling industry and
the city of Grants now calls itself
“The Uranium Capital of the World.”
The uranium boom has brought
thousands of mining jobs but it has
also brought the Nuclear Age and the
scourge of radioactivity. Miners are
dying of lung cancer, the water supplies are contaminated with radioac-

um

tivity, the air is full of radioactive
radon, and over 52 million tons of
radioactive uranium waste tailings are
piled in gray mountains throughout the
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uranium

belt.

The dangers of uranium mining are
well

documented. In one study, the

U.S. Public Health Service determined
that during the period from 1946-48
about 6,000 uranium miners were exposed to dangerous levels of radioactive gases. Since it takes from 20 to 30
years for radioactively-induced cancers
to develop, the New Mexico uranium
miners are just beginning to suffer the
lethal effects of their exposure to
radioactivity in the mines. Former U.S.
Public Health Service official Victor
Archer has stated that uranium miners
have a 45 percent higher chance of contracting cancer than the statistically
average American.

Nor are the dangers of the uranium
industry limited to those who mine the
ore, according to a 1975 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) study.
The EPA’s

researchers found that
the underground and surface
water in the uranium belt was con-

much of

taminated with

radioactive

particles

like
radium 226. Water in the
area including all but one of the industry drinking systems was also
shown to be radioactive and unfit for
domestic, stock or irrigation use.
later study found that the air in the

—

—

A

Contrary to common assumptions,
most of the natural radioactivity of
uranium ore remains with the mill tailings. The uranium mills process the 0.2
percent uranium out of the ore but
leave about 85 percent of the ore’s
radioactivity in the waste.

The

prin-

environmental and health hazards
come from the radionuclides of the
uranium-238 decay chain, primarily
thorium-230, radium-226, radon-222
and radon-222 progeny.
The EPA’s Las Vegas Radiation
Protection Division states that
“although these radionuclides occur in
cipal

nature, their concentrations in tailings

material are several orders of
magnitude greater than their average
terrestrial concentrations. Mining and
milling have made the material more
available to cause exposure to man. ...”
These tailings also contain large
quantities of the toxic chemicals
vanadium, arsenic, selenium, fluorine
and chromium.
According to the Natural Resources
Defense Council, an environmental
research group now studying the problem, radiation exposure from the tailings occurs in four basic ways: inhala-

tion of

of

windblown

radon

tailings, inhalation

uranium belt was also polluted with
radioactive uranium particulates and

emanating from the
wastes, ingestion of water run-off from
the piles, and direct gamma radiation

radon exhaust from the mines.

exposure.

Tailings Hazards

the most frightening
radioactive hazards, however, are the
mountains of mill waste that government and industry officials have
routinely called harmless. Anaconda’s Bluewater Uranium Mill
manager Ernie Lucero typified that
response when he dismissed the piles as
“not even worth talking about.”
Since 1950, when New Mexico first
started mining and processing
uranium, over 250,000 pounds of
uranium oxide have come out of the

on

mills

their

way

the

to

government’s conversion and enrich-

ment

plants.

yellowcake.
And to produce four pounds of the
yellow powder, a uranium mill processes a ton of uranium ore
and
leaves nearly the same quantity of
waste.
It’s

called

—

Coming out of a uranium
waste

is

solids.

It

tailings

mill, the

a heavy liquid laden with
is channeled to a company

pond,

where

and

water

chemicals used in the milling evaporate
and separate from the milled ore. The
dry mill tailings are then left to sit by
the pond or are transported to a mill

dumping grand where
tive

the dry radioac-

sand stands piled or blows for

miles over the uranium belt when the
winds whip through.

Due

and

the

government’s insistence that the

tail-

to

the

ings are harmless,

industry’s

no regulations have

been established to control or
the safe disposal of these
wastes. But a long history of problems
ever

stabilize

with the tailings and new scientific
research now indicate an enormous
health problem.
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EPA

town. Just

this year, the
deterthat at least several houses and
public buildings in Shiprock have con-

mined

centrations of radioactivity similar to
those found in Grand Junction.

At another uranium mill and tailings
abandoned by United Nuclear near

pile

Grants, tailings are over 100 feet high

and spread over 100 acres— with not
even a dirt covering to protect them
against erosion.

A

Department of Energy report on
menace released at the
beginning of January stated that Congress would need to allocate as much as
$125 million to clean up the tailings at
22 abandoned uranium mills in the
the

tailings

western states permanently.
New Mexico environmentalists and

who have been
of the dangers of the

anti-nuclear activists

warning the

state

mill wastes got some additional support from a recently released Nuclear

History of Neglect

Perhaps

uranium

gas

have reached over twice that
amount, with the state of Colorado
picking up the additional $5 million.
Meanwhile, comparable mishaps
went undiscovered around many other
abandoned tailings piles in Utah,
Texas, Wyoming and New Mexico.
In the Navajo town of Shiprock,
N.M., for example, 1.5 million tons of
the uranium tailings have been left
unguarded over the past nine years.
Wind and water erosion have spread
the mountain of tailings all over the
costs

The dangers of radioactive contamination from uranium mills should
have been quite familiar to the governto New Mexicans. In 1958,
the U.S. Public Health Service found
that the flora and fauna south of the
Durango, Colorado uranium mill were
dying from the mill wastes. As far as 50
miles below Durango along the Animas
River, the PHS found measurements
of radium “considerably in excess” of
standard levels. River plants had radiation readings 500 times the norm. At
that time, the PHS called this area of

ment and

northwestern New Mexico and
southern Colorado “a biological
desert.”

In 1966, the PHS was alarmed to
find residents of Grand Junction, Col-

orado carting off the radioactive tailby the Climax Uranium Company to use as construction fill. A PHS

Regulatory Commission (NRC) report
tailings problem. The NRC
report is based on calculations by
Robert Pohl of Cornell University that
conclude that radiation from the element thorium-230 in uranium tailings
could produce many millions of deaths
if measures aren’t taken to stabilize the
wastes. Pohl’s study was based on the
predicted expansion of the nuclear industry which will by the year 2000 produce about 20 billion tons of tailings— enough to cover Rhode Island to
a depth of seven inches.
Thorium-230 has a half life of
80,000 years, meaning that it will remain dangerously radioactive for
several hundred thousand years. Pohl
projects that over the next 30 year
period more than a thousand people a
year will die from thorium-induced

on the

ings left

cancers.

survey showed that 3,300 Grand Junction buildings were constructed with
uranium tailings, trapping radioactive
isotopes in the cement foundations of
these homes. The report found radon

Mexico

In

New Mexico,

a University of
professor

economics

New
who

studied the situation for the Western
Interstate Nuclear Board, has told the
state legislature that the

accumulation

levels in these

uranium tailings is the state’s
number one health and environmental

levels in

problem.

homes to be similar to
underground uranium mines.
Researchers from the University of
Colorado have estimated that persons
living in these

homes

received a dose of

radioactivity equivalent to 553

x-rays a year.

chest

And a Natural Resources

Defense

Council study found that
uranium miners exposed to levels of
radon gas of the same concentration as
these Grand Junction homes have
twice the normal rate of lung cancer.
Congress appropriated $5 million in
1972 to aid homeowners in the area
burdened by the problem. But cleanup

LIBERA TION News Service

of

He

has recommended that

the state Environmental

Improvement
Agency immediately enforce guidelines
for the permanent stabilization of the
tailings,

in

perhaps through burying them

abandoned mine
But the

shafts.

reluctant to do
threaten the growing
uranium industry which will soon
rank as the New Mexico’s most impor-

anything

state

is

to

—

tant

economic

will cost as

activity.

much

And

because

it

as $14,000 an acre to

dispose of the tailings, the uranium industry has balked at assuming respon-
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.

sibility for this

herculean task.

Meanwhile, as the debate continues
on just how dangerous the tailings are,
clouds of the radioactive dust from the
piles blanket the Grants Uranium Belt

and people

L. Schultze agreed on a standard which
succeeded in leaving both workers and

industry vocally unhappy.

The new

regulations will set the level

of fine cotton dust at 200 micrograms
per cubic meter of air in yard manufac-

in the area are still using the
wastes for housing construction.

turing,

(See graphic)

figure will

where present

levels often hit

five times that concentration.

Brown Lung

as a safe level.

Regulations

by Liberation News Service

Now I

watch them from my window
Think about this old mill town
Forty years I was a spinner
Till the Brown Lung laid me down,
from a song by Si Kahn

—

NEW

YORK (LNS)—After 10 years
of steady pressure by the Carolina
Brown Lung Association and the
Amalgamated Clothing and Textile
Workers Union (ACTWU), the
government has finally issued the first
enforceable regulations ever to protect
American textile workers threatened by
brown lung disease. The new standards

were

announced

in

June

late

by

Secretary of Labor Ray Marshall,
bringing an end to months of bickering

between government agencies but not
to the danger of the crippling
respiratory ailment for workers.

Union

officials

and worker

activists

voiced satisfaction that the new standards finally gave official recognition
of the existence of brown lung disease.
But they were less than enthusiastic
about the details.
promptly
filed an appeal with the Circuit Court
of Appeals in Washington, D.C.: “We
are deeply disappointed in the terms of
this standard,” union President Murray H. Finley stated. “They fail to protect the health of more than half a

ACTWU

million textile workers exposed to cotton dust in the United States.”

Brown Lung,
byssinosis,

is

disease caused

the

common name

for

this

And

a trade journal stated in an editorial
that brown lung was “a thing thought

up by venal doctors who attended last
years ’s International Labor Organization meetings in Africa, where inferior
races are bound to be afflicted by new
diseases

more superior people defeated

pointed out
that scientific studies have already
shown that 13 percent of the workers in
departments operating with a 200
microgram concentration suffer from

years ago.”

brown

titans

critics

lung.

In addition to setting a standard

which could condemn thousands of
textile workers to crippling disabilities,
the government gave the companies up
four years to install effective
engineering controls, such as ventilation equipment. Even so, textile executives complained loudly that the
to

regulations would be inflationary and
would cost $2 billion to implement.
Even government officials disputed

the industry cost estimates. Marshall of
the Department of Labor estimates the

health

provisions will cost $625
million, less than one-third the industry’s calculations.

And workers blasted both the
cynicism of setting a price on their
health and the fallacy of the “inflation” argument. If adequate standards
are not established, they pointed out,
both the workers themselves and taxpayers who foot the bill for insurance
and public health programs will pay
for the companies’ extra profits in
medical treatment for brown lung victims. “This

would be

far

more

infla-

tionary than the cost of controlling cotton dust,” an
spokesperson

ACTWU

said.

For the next four years, before the
companies get around to installing
equipment, cotton chiefs suggest that
workers wear respirators while they
work. But Sol Stetin, senior vice presi-

ACTWU,

a disabling respiratory

dent of the

by breathing

respirators are

fine cotton

But

leave the dust twice as

what the union had argued for

thick as

Workers Win
Tepid But Useful

Textile

still

insurance companies have made every
attempt to hide the brown lung problem. And in fact, as recently as 1969,

points out that

cumbersome: “Anyone

And the companies have managed to
regulations for what

Brody conan inexcusably long time. The
Watergate scandal revealed that textile
stall

siders

who contributed massively to
Nixon’s re-election campaign were
rewarded with a pledge that no effective brown lung measures would be
considered.

directed,

cause breathing difficulty, but after
several years, workers develop uncontrollable coughing, and hospital visits

oxygen become common. The efof brown lung can be reversed in
early stages. But workers left to batthe heavy dust for years permanent-

for

fects
its

tle

a high portion of lung capacity,
finally becoming, as one medical study
put it, “respiratory cripples.”
The standards issued in late June
followed weeks of delay and vascillation as the Carter administration
weighed workers’ health against company claims that the costs of safe production would be inflationary. In the
end, the Department of Labor and
presidential economic advisor Charles
ly lose
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Organizing Ahead
admitting disappointment
that the new standards are less than
adequate, rank-and-file activists in the
Carolina Brown Lung Association
make it clear that they never pinned all
their hopes on government regulation.
What really matters, association
spokesperson Charlotte Brody points
out, is that workers recognize even
these standards as a victory won
through agitation, with a great many
other victories still to be won.
“It’s up to the workers to make sure
that this law, no matter how weak, is
enforced,” Brody told LNS, “especially since only seven percent of all textile
workers are represented by unions.”

While

Brody

believes that industry

and the

LIBERA TION News Service

by the

flocked to the mills in the Carolinas

and elsewhere during WWII. Because
women have traditionally had fewer
opportunities to find diverse industrial

work, they were welcomed to the mills
at low wages to tend the spinning and
weaving machines— high risk brown
lung jobs.
At a screening clinic sponsored by
the Brown Lung Association in midFebruary, 77 of 201 active and retired
workers were diagnosed as having
“severe, work-related breathing problems.” One cotton mill worker who

had worked in the doffing and spinning rooms of the Beaunit textile mill
said, “Every morning I get up and start
coughing for about 15 minutes.

ing out.”

often hangs so thick in the air that a
worker cannot see across the room.
At first these working conditions

part,

suffer from the disease— are Black
and white women, many of whom

up.

mills... should try to wear one of the
approved respirators for eight hours a
day for the next [week]. He would soon
be disabused of this illusion.”

most

who

cessive

combed, the cotton dust

for the

brown lung victims themselves. Most
textile workers— and most of those

will protect textile

is

now

The Brown Lung Association is an
independent, grass roots organization

of years. Of 600,000 cotton mill
workers, 35,000 are afflicted with the
disease. In the mill’s cardroom, where
the fiber

feels that

to another less dusty job in the mill.

who

workers from the exdust to be permitted in the

Brody

rate retention clause. It assures no loss
in pay if a worker requests a transfer

particles in textile mills over the course

seriously believes that respirators

Still,

workers have rights they never
had before. We now have an important organizing tool which we didn’t
have before.” Brody is pleased that
workers gained a beachhead with the
“textile

It

just

and I just cough the old junk
can’t sweep the floor without giv-

rattles,
I

In addition to the screening clinic,
Brown Lung Association organizes
disease victims to file compensation
claims. Recently, 200 people converged
the

upon Raleigh, North Carolina to file
claims.
The association
educates workers about brown lung,
rasies funds for the 11 North and
South Carolina chapters, and is applyindividual

ing pressure to Boston-based Liberty
Mutual, the biggest workers’ compen-

company in the counto recognize the validity of the
claims.
sation insurance

try,

Increasingly optimistic, Brody said,
“Health is just our beginning focus.
Next people will begin asking some obvious questions like, ‘Who’s hurting us
and why? What control does the industry exercise over our lives and over
our communties?’ We are no longer a
lonely group of people forced to fight

alone.”
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(See packet numbers 891, 902 and
910 for background information.)

Immigrant Worker Program
in Virgin Islands:

Model of Things-to-Come in
U.S. Under Carter Plan

according to Governor Luis’
testimony, non-citizens “currently
comprise 32 percent of the population
of the territory,’* There are presehtly
6,635 H-2 workers and 7,000 H-4
spouses and children.
It was the labor of these “temporary” workers that built the airport,
the Sheraton and the Holiday Inn on

Liberation

News

Service

VIRGIN ISLANDS (LNS)—Fortune magazine recently observed that
“the future of immigrant labor in the
United States looks bullish indeed; the
only real questions are whether its
presence in this country will have the
sanction of law, and if so what kind of
law it will be.”
While Carter’s plan for immigrant
labor has not been passed since it was
announced a year ago, the shape it will
take is becoming clearer. One of its
main elements is a crackdown on
workers entering the U.S. without legal
documents. There has already been a
heightened

militarization

Thomas and

the huge Hess Oil
the Martin-Marietta
Alumina plant on St. Croix. Transnational corporations continue to employ
them as construction workers, maids,
St.

and

refinery

by David Borgen

along

the

waiters,

men and

sanitation

security

guards.

The amnesty provisions of the
Carter bill (S.2252) could convert an
estimated 17,000 “H” and illegal
well.

aliens in the

dent

Local

H-2 Program’s Many
The

Benefits to Propertied
attractions of the H-2 program

USVI

employers

are

obvious.

Workers are paid at or below the
minimum wage and can be deported
for a variety of reasons. This not only

controls

employment but discourages

foreign

workers

grievances

from

raising

workplace. H-2
workers out of work for 60 days are
the

at

subject to deportation.

that labor

and murders committhe islands, though statistics

belie this contention. Native islanders

even fear that the influx of British

eastern Cariba disaster
such a policy would be for immigrant
and U.S. workers alike.
Even the governor of the USVI has

West Indians will swamp the schools
and wrest away what little political
power local people manage to control

Washington to

the ruling class in terms of social serFor many years they were denied
access to public housing and schools,
until a class action suit forced the

recently travelled to

testimony was a tacit admission that 25
years of labor exploitation has left the
islands
with explosive social and
political contradictions.

H-2 Provisions
Under Section H-2 of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952,
foreign workers are issued temporary
visas to work in the U.S. , primarily in
agriculture. Upon demands of regional
employers, the Department of Labor
(DOL) performs a labor market
survey, and if it finds that the supply of
U.S. workers is insufficient, then the

program

is
instituted.
The “temporary” worker is classified as a “nonimmigrant” and can stay only as long

as she or he has a valid

DOL

certifica-

in the “colonial paradise.”

H-2 workers are

also a bargain for

vices.

government to provide these services to
them in 1970. However, the Assistant
Commissioner of Health has accused
the Virgin Islands Housing Authority
of allowing the projects to deteriorate
into “sub-standard housing” since the

were allowed in. Foreign
workers are not eligible for welfare
assistance or food stamps.
Local employers have used the H-2
program to depress wages for all in the
Virgin Islands. As a Congressional
report has stated: “The wages of
[other] workers have been held down
as the direct result of the large number
of H-2 workers in the islands. ...”
All things considered, the value of a
low paid labor force under H-2 is clear

population

in-

John

founder of the
of Concerned Virgin
Islanders for Action (COA), an antiimmigration lobby, predicts that “immigration is going to be the number
Collins,

Organization

one issue

in the gubernatorial campaign this November.”

Governor Luis, partly in anticipation of that electoral issue, has put
together a Virgin Islands Immigration
Policy

Task

Force to conceive
recommendations for amendof national immigration

laws... containing viable solutions to
the special immigration problems facing the USVI.” These recommenda-

tions

will

probably

contain

three

elements:
(1) Delay: The Governor’s testimony suggested that there be a
“moratorium” of at least two years

before any changes take effect in local
immigration laws. Following the
moratorium, there should be “gradual
absorption” of the “aliens” over at
least an eight year period. Immigrant

workers

admitted “temporarily”
under the H-2 program 25 years ago
would thus have to wait another ten
years before being granted the status of

“permanent resident alien.”

to

(2) Local Control: Virgin Islanders
have repeatedly lobbied for a local immigration commission which would
subject each non-citizen worker to a
thorough investigation before deciding
whether the grant permanent resident
status. This time-consuming, subjective and unconstitutional procedure
was recently requested by the USVI
Constitutional Convention.
(3) Denial of Family Reunification
Rights: The Governor projected a 50

the

local

business

elite.

As

the

manager of a

This program was initiated in the
USVI in the 1950s at the request of the
local Chamber of Commerce, and the
Virgin Islands economy has since been
based on the supply of thousands of
workers (mostly Black) from the
neighboring British West Indies (these
include Tortola, St. Kitts, Antigua,
Nevis, Anguilla and others). By the late

employing 75 percent down-islanders
put it: “If all the aliens went home, I
would go out of business.”

Ironically, Virgin Islands businesses
perceive a threat in the Carter administration’s immigration “reform”

1960s, H-2 aliens accounted for 45 percent of the USVI workforce. Today,

which, though aimed at Mexican immigration, would apply to the USVI as

(tt918)

shortages,

aliens

tion.

Page 7

Committee
“would run

the Virgin Islands.

ment

down-islanders from the British West
are responsible for all the

bill

government insolvency and
social unrest would rack the territory
unless the bill was amended to exempt

ted in

Virgin Islanders are hostile toward the
immigrant workers and believe that

business

creases,

The unhappy history of the H-2 program in the United States Virgin
Islands (US VI)— America’s colonial

recommend the “permanent elimination of the H-2 worker program in the
Virgin Islands.” The governor’s

and

the serious and unacceptable risk of
rending the delicate fabric of our
Virgin Islands society.” He claimed

“specific

The presence of foreign workers has
been manipulated to divide the USVI
working class as a result. Many native

resi-

for

told the Senate Judiciary

rapes, burglaries

the

politicians

that the immigration

to

permanent

leaders have been frantically searching
for some way to circumvent the socalled “amnesty” plan. Governor Luis

category, H-2.

in

eligible

cedures.

Indies

outpost

into

eventual
naturalization. Although the bulk of
these non-citizens have been in the territory for 10 to 25 years, restictive INS
quotas have barred any hope of the
naturalization through “normal” pro-

Mexican border towards this goal. At
the same time, the importation of low
paid, non-union labor will continue. It
may be more regulated, and observers
have speculated that this will take the
form of an expanded temporary labor
program known by its immigration

bean— demonstrates what

USVI

aliens

security guard agency

Preparing to

Circumvent Threat

LIBERA TION News Service

percent increase in the population of
the territory under Carter’s proposal.
As a last line of defense, the
has
been lobbying for a “deal” in which
the present alien population would be
granted permanent status in exchange
for waiving the rights they would
receive upon naturalization to bring in
“parents, brothers and sisters, and
married and unmarried sons and
daughters.” This denial of family
reunifiction rights is an unconscienable

OCA
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,

.

on the

attack

rights

of naturalized

citizens.

The Alien Interest Movement (AIM)
counters by supporting measures that
grant permanent resident status to all
non-resident aliens who have been in

USVI from before 1970. AIM
George Goodwin em-

the

president

“These people pay taxes and
contribute a great deal to the community. Some of these people have
been here for over 20 years.”
This “immigration problem” is the
legacy of 25 years of the H-2 program
in the Virgin Islands, the storm center
of USVI society. The same clouds are
phasizes,

gathering over the U.S. as the administration considers expanding the
H-2 program into a new “bracero”

program.
(David Borgen has previously written on immigration matters from the
Virgin Islands,)

Defense Dept. Wants
to Replenish Chemical

Warfare Stockpiles

million is earmarked for the
maintenance of chemical agents for
fiscal year 1978-79. But Pentagon officials
is

claim that the existing stockpile
and have asked for $60 million

NEW YORK

(LNS)— Although

in-

ternational conferences as far back as
1925 have banned the use of chemical
warfare, the U.S. Department of

Defense
its

is

now

preparing to replenish

supplies of nerve gas

defoliants.

and

lethal

producing

Besides

devastating chemical agents, military
technocrats are requesting money for
surveillance technology to locate
suspected arsenals of chemicals in
other nations.

The reason given

most recent
“national security” measure (as for
most arms build-ups) is the Soviet
for this

Union’s purported superiority over the

U.S.

in

capabilities.

its

chemical

But many

warfare

critics

Pentagon point out that the

of the

possibility

of a chemical confrontation between
the superpowers is not great, in light of
the nuclear

And

bonanza available to both.

scientists suggest that the Soviet

Union, with its mercurial changes of
weather and season, is not the most
susceptible terrain for chemicals and
nerve gases. The tropical, humid areas
of Africa, Latin America and Asia, on
the other hand, are better, nearly
perfect

can

chambers

linger,

in

which nerve gases

suggesting

that

national
the Third

liberation movements in
World countries are the more probable
targets of chemical agents. As the

Vietnam-era U.S. Marine Corps Field
Manual put it bluntly, “Toxic and
non-toxic chemicals are ideally suited
to
counter-guerrilla
tactical
operations.”
The Carter administration’s renewed
rhetoric has been accompanied by a
resumption of the stockpiling that
diminished in 1969, while the war in Indochina was still at a peak. The New

York Times reports that “only” $17
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By Gene Zbikowski
News Service

paltry

more

to manufacture

enemy

Liberation

detection

decontamination units and
medical defense kits for
U.S. soldiers caught in the midst of one
of their own spraying attacks.
This sum apparently does not include funds for the production of toxic
chemicals, nor for the training of West
Point cadets, some of whom are
already studying the pragmatics of
chemical warfare. And despite Congress’ two-time refusal to fund Pentagon requests for so-called “binary
munitions”— two separately packaged
non-lethal chemicals which combine to
form paralyzing nerve gas— development of this chemical weapons system
proceeds under a $5 million program.
And the U.S. military showed during
the war in Indochina that it was quite
prepared to use chemicals that it had
on hand. Vietnamese rice fields and
forests were sprayed with one of the
devices,

protective

deadliest chemical defoliants
known Agent Orange, a dioxin formed by the combination of chemicals
2,4-D and 2,4,5-T. In 1964, South
Vietnam exported 49,000,000 metric
tons of rice. After more than two
million acres of croplands were

—

by Liberation News Service

Santa Craz Squatters
Fight Evictions in Court

sprayed with the herbicide in 1968, in

an effort reportedly aimed

at starving

SANTA

CRUZ, Cal. (LNS)— In the
coastal county of Santa Cruz, thought
of by many west coast youths as a
haven of easy living, eighteen people
went on trial for trespassing at the end
of June as part of a continuing battle
between squatters and county
authorities.

The

eighteen,

who

started

out as “people basically looking to
kick back on the beach” as one squatter described them, have organized
court battles, a newspaper, and
benefits to raise money and
sciousness around their case.

con-

The squatters were arrested during a
“live-in” in the county building last
December. They occupied the building
they were evicted from their
campsite at Scott Creek Bluff, 15 miles
after

north of this coastal city.
Santa Cruz juries acquitted eight of
nine defendants charged with “illegal

camping” in the most recent trial here.
The entire controversy stems from
the housing shortage in Santa Cruz, a
college, retirement, and resort town 70
miles south of San Francisco.

“Santa Cruz is one of the fastestgrowing areas in the state,” said Ande
Lougher, a squatter and a musician.

out the guerrilla fighters of the National Liberation Front and their

“It’s very beautiful, and the city is very
polarized between sort of alternative

civilian supporters, the south was forced to import 700,000 metric tons.
In this sense, chemical warfare could
realistically
be renamed anti-food

people and middle class and
is out of sight,
rents are out of sight. If you’re poor,
you pretty much can’t live here.”
As a result, many of the squatters,
also referred to as “gypsies” and “hippies” in the local press, turned to living
in vans and converted buses.
In 1977, the Santa Cruz city police
stepped up the number of illegal camp-

weaponry. Third World countries
often grow one staple crop. And if that
one crop is destroyed, vast sectors of
the population face starvation. U.S.
military technicians realize that
chemical warfare is particularly possible for covert use in Third World coun-

where

tries

chemical

equipment
In Viet

expensive,

surveillance
is

sophisticated

and detection

scarce.

Nam,

sprayed along trails used by the NaLiberation Front, victimizing
U.S. GIs, as well, in the process.
Veterans are now experiencing the
repercussions of those Agent Orange
spraying missions a decade ago— in the
form of symptoms ranging from severe

and anxiety to

ing citations

birth

defects in their children.

Chemical warfare also poses a threat
and the environment where
the substances are tested. In one of the
to people

worst accidents yet, 6,000 sheep grazing 27 miles from the Dugway Proving
Grounds in Utah were killed by leaking
nerve gas in 1966.

Meanwhile, the Strategic Arms
Talks between the Soviet Union and
the U.S. continue as they have for
years, with a “possible prohibition on
chemical warfare,” as The New York
Times put it, supposedly on the
horizon.

LIBERA TION News Service

it

issued,

moved

to

empty

land at places outside the city called
Panther Beach, the Ledge, and Scott

Creek

defoliants were also

tional

acne, lethargy,

lifestyle

rich people. Real estate

Bluff.

reputation as
people could

These places had a
“safe” beaches where
camp without harass-

ment.
But

“the [county] sheriffs began
clearing these places,” another squatter, Noddy, explained. “Finally they

came to Scott Creek Bluff [which has
been occupied for 12 years] to clear the
last safe

place.”

At the time of the December arrests,
the squatters numbered about 40, mostmothers and their children,
some Third World people.
All, in common, were poor; most have
been basically transient for some time.
ly

single

including

Jurors in their court

ven

trial

have pro-

sympathetic,

looking for
loopholes, according to Noddy, to
come up with an order to acquit. As
for the squatters themselves, he says,
the incident has “changed a lot of peo_ pie who basically weren’t political people.”
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Guatemala: Peasants Massacred
in Struggle for

Land

the version of the events given by the
church, peasant and labor organiza-

and peasants who were able to
escape from the area. The army noted
in a press release that guerrillas and
religious elements had been instigating
land invasions in the zone. They
blamed a peasant attack on the military
outpost at Panzos, claiming that the
soldiers fired in self-defense, killing 34
and wounding 17 while seven soldiers
were wounded. The government has
stuck to this story throughout,
although the press and others have
pointed out how unlikely it is that
peasants would attack a military outpost armed only with machetes and actions,

SAN FRANCISCO,
temala!/LNS)

— “It’s

not right for us

and kidnapped by

to be assassinated

the army, which

{Gua-

Cal.

we

are told

is

here to

defend us, when in reality it is we who
must defend oursevles against the army.’’

These words were a part of an open
to
Guatemala’s President
Laugerud sent in May by Indian
peasants in northern Quiche Province.
And they take on added significance
with the massacre of at least 140
peasants in Panzos, Alta Verapaz Province, on the 29th of that month.
The Panzos area, like the rest of Alta
Verapaz as well as Quiche, has become
a boom area a focal point for government development programs including
land colonization schemes and a
transnational highway. Much of the reletter

—

cent interest stems

from the discovery

of large nickel and oil deposits in the
area, now being exploited by transnational corporations. The value of land
has skyrocketed accordingly, and large
landowners have moved to evict the
Kekchi Indian peasants who have
scratched out a meager living there for
over 100 years. The government
“agrarian reform” agency, INTA, has
collaborated with the large landholders, giving

them

legal title to the

land. Significantly, the

INTA

head of

the current president’s brother; and
both the president-elect. General
is

Lucas, and the Minister of Defense

own

large properties in the area.

As
the

eviction attempts increased over
last

few

months,

the

peasants

organized and tried to defend their
through legal channels. The only
answers they received were false promises and increased repression. Most
recently, three peasant leaders were
kidnapped. On May 29, a group of 700
to 1500 men, women and children
marched to the town plaza to inquire
about the fate of their three missing
companeros and to ask that their rights
to the land be respected.
The army and landowners were
ready for them. According to peasants
who escaped from the scene, a group
of eight landowners had brought 150
soldiers from the military base at
Zacapa and were waiting for the peasant group to arrive. The soldiers
opened up on the crowd with machine
guns and grenades, killing at least 140
rights

and wounding 300.

Some people, including five women
with babies, drowned as they tried to
escape across the Polochic River.
Others were hunted down or died for
lack of medical attention, since the army barred the Red Cross from entering. The dead were quickly burled in a
mass grave. Flavio Monzon, a landowner and local chief of the ultra-right
wing
party, claimed to have been
authorized by the Guatemalan President and the Minister of the Interior to
kill the the peasants. (He later denied

MLN

his statements.)

Army and government
Page 9

officials

deny

(#9J8)

companied by their children.
President Laugerud blamed the incident on Fidel Castro and his support
for the guerrillas,
while Defense
Minister Otto Spiegeler accused local
priests and nuns of arousing the
peasants by teaching them that “the
land belongs to God and those who

work

it.”

A Spanish nun who had been

teaching in the Panzos area was expelled to El Salvador.
Perhaps the most revealing com-

ments came from Hans Laugerud,
head of the “agrarian transformation”
institute. “The peasants,” he said,
“don’t know anything about law. .so
they are fooled by leaders who stir
them up and make them believe they
can take over the lands they have
worked for years, even though other
people are the legitimate owners.”
The massacre at Panzos has caused
widespread outrage in Guatemala. On
June 8, 50,000 people marched
through Guatemala City, culminating
a week of demonstrations and protests
by student, labor, church, peasant and
.

professional

groups.

The

protesters

Many

peasants turn to seasonal work
large coffee, cotton and cattle
farms, earning dollar-a-day wages and

on the

open stalls.
There has been only one attempt at
land reform in Guatemala. And that
took place more than 20 years ago,
under the Arbenz government, which
was overthrown in 1954 by a
U.S. -backed coup. Since then,
Guatemala’s successive military
governments have tried to put down all
efforts at organization in both city and
living in

Amnesty

countryside.
estimates

that

20,000

International

by government and semi-official
“death squads” during the 1960’s. In
their latest report on Guatemala, they
killed

the

stress

number

large

The bishop and
Province concur,

of Quiche
denouncing the

priests

“systematic and implacable extermination of

community

leaders

and church

laypersons in northern Quiche” by the
army and private goon squads of the
landowners. Over 100 people have
been killed over the last three years in
the Ixil and Ixcan regions, prompting

of protest from the peasants and
Church. The Committee for Justice

letters

and Peace, a church-related group,

“We also know of the disappearance and assassination of several
people in Tactic of Alta Verapaz, on
the southern coast, in Tecpan and
other places; of the treacherous attack
on a peasant in San Martin Jilotepeque
and many other cases which appear
every day in the newspapers together
with the news of evictions of peasants
writes:

from

lands,

their

price

for

rises

and low wages; and the

everything,

forced recruitment of peasant youths
for the army, which takes them to the
barracks and then forces them to kill

Iran (continued from page
in the eyes

area. Helicopters are tracking down
those peasants who managed to run to
safety in the hills, while Navy boats
patrol the Polochic River. Press and
medical personnel have been escorted
in only once;
leaders of popular
organizations have been denied en-

extra-

especially in rural areas.

vivors, especially the orphans.

regrouping in the hills to “attack”
again, the army has occupied the entire

of

and disappearances,

judicial captures

have been asking for a thorough investigation to determine who is responsible for the massacre and demanding
the resignation of Defense Minister
Spiegeler. Collections of medicine and
money have been taken up for the sur-

Meanwhile, the repression continues. Claiming that the peasants are

were

people

their

own people.

.

.”

3)

of the law, but not,

I beg
your pardon for saying so, in ability.”
The mid-decade conference was call-

ed to re-evaluate progess made on the
goals established at the 1975 International Women’s Year Conference held
in

Mexico

City.

of

series

demanding

At

that conference a

resolutions
that

women

were

passed

in the third

world be given the right to education,

employment and adequate health

ser-

vices.

“The

from bases at Coban,
Zacapa and Poptun patrol the streets
and hills among them a large con-

tempts

choice of Iran and the atto
control the planning

meetings

stifle

tingent of anti-guerrilla Special Forces

and poor women and contradict the

trance. Soldiers

—

known

as kaibiles.

Many

of the protesters pointed out
that Panzos forms part of a larger pattern of persecution and attacks against
the peasantry, stemming from
resistance to miserable living and
working conditions. While one percent
of the population owns nearly 80 percent of the land, most peasants live on
tiny, eroded plots which don’t produce

enough for them to feed their families.
Three quarters of all Guatemalan
children under five are malnourished.

LIBERA TION News Service

stated
itself,

the voices of third world

goals of the

demand

for increased participation of

—

women the majority of
are poor and third world work-

the world’s

whom

1975 conference

which purported to represent the

ing women,” the Task Force charged in
a press release at the demonstration.
In Iran, 80 percent of all women are

most of them living in rural
wearing thick veils, having no
educational, medical or cultural
resources available to them. Only 4
percent of all Iranian women work and
illiterate,

areas,

June 30, 1978
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.

.

those that do are paid about half of

men’s wages.
In addition, Iran’s legal system

is

Hurie, medic from the Clamshell
Alliance and a participant in last
year’s

packed with oppressive laws denying

feels

women’s

in

One

rights.

forbids a wife
band thinks

law, for instance,

from working

the huswith the
“dignity” of the family. Another prohibits a woman from leaving the country without her husband’s consent. Still
another illustrating that blatantly sexist
if

interferes

it

of Iranian law gives two women’s
testimony in court the weight of one

cast

male’s.
It

for these reasons,

is

woman

told

one Iranian

LNS, “that a high percenwomen have joined

tage of
underground revolutionary organizations.” Currently there are

4,000

women

more than

incarcerated because of

their political activities.

Meanwhile, the Coalition of Grass
Roots Women is making plans to
organize a boycott against the con-

demonstration, told
“the groundswell of

me

she
support

the community is much
stronger. ..against the plant.”
Referring to the Union-Leader’s banner headline, she noted, “It doesn’t

an ‘invasion’ to me...

feel like

I

feel

we’re being welcomed by a good
deal of the public here.” As if to bear
out her point, we passed an entire
Seabrook family on their front porch
directly opposite the plant’s entrance
like

displaying a

“No Nukes”

sign to the

thousands of demonstrators who
marched by. Family members Henry
Yell told me he had been “for the plant

when it originally came out,” and had
appeared on local television in support
of it, but changed his mind once he
learned of the dangers of nuclear
power.

The

ference.

reaction given to
demonstrators by the Yells

(See graphics next week.)

generally indicative of the response
received from local residents along the
march route. Later in the day,

20,000

At Seabrook Nuke-In
by Duncan Harp

Liberation

News

Service

SEABROOK, N.H.(LNS)— “Seabrook

Invaded!”

screamed

the

the
was

longtime Clamshell organizer and
spokesperson Harvey Wasserman told
LNS he was very pleased with both the
degree of local support for the
demonstration and the turnout of people for it; Clamshell estimated that
6,(X)0 persons were in attendance on
Saturday, and a total of 20,000 the day

headline in the reactionary Manchester

following.

(New Hampshire) Union-Leader

People came to Seabrook from all
across the country, many of them having planned the trip for months. One
group of 30 staged a “Safe Energy
Walk” from Boston to the site, taking
a week to leaflet and talk to residents
along their route.

as

the first wave of anti-nuclear
demonstrators arrived on Friday,
June 23 for the long-awaited “occupation” of the Seabrook nuclear
plant construction site. Enduring
oppressive heat with great patience,
the demonstrators engaged
in a multi-faceted legal rally of
speeches, music and alternative
energy exhibits. By the time it was
over three days later, “Seabrook
’78” organized by the Clamshell
Alliance had become, with 20,000 participants, the largest anti-nuclear

dem-

onstration in U.S. history.

Held at the recently bulldozedover Seabrook town dump, the
weekend’s action was officially endorsed by over 65 environmental,
political
and religious organizations, and support telegrams
poured

the

from

in

globe.

corners of the
support came in

all

Additional

form

of
simultaneous
demonstrations against nuclear
facilities
in over 20 locations
across the country. By contrast, a
June 25

pro-nuke

rally,

staged

in

Manchester and addressed by
New Hampshire Gov. Meldrim
Thompson, drew but 1,000 participants.

Although some dissension remained over the last-minute decision

forego civil disobedience
and to accept a state proposal for
a legal rally, the overall mood at
to

Seabrook was one of militance and
optimism. As we walked down
Route 1 towards the construction
site

Saturday
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morning,

Tanya
(H918)

Once in New Hampshire, the
demonstrators were grouped into seven
regionally-organized “clusters” of
about 300.
At
Walking

the Plant Site
in single and double-file so

as not to block traffic, the
demonstrators left their respective
campgrounds Saturday morning to
walk the several miles to the plant site.
Tromping off to the tune of “When
the

Clams

Go Marching

favorites, the first

In” and other
Clams reached the

Public

Service Co. of New
Hampshire’s (PSC) construction site at
9:30.
Local residents waved and
displayed “No Nukes” signs as the
demonstrators walked by, many of
them carrying signs with similar
messages: “People Over Property,
Let’s Dismantle the Nukes,” “Fall Out
Doesn’t Respect State Lines,” and
‘‘Live Free or Decay.” One man carried a solar-powered propeller on his
back, which twirled around as he walked
along. Two hundred state and local police,

augmented by

surrounding

states,

from
up a com-

state troopers

had

set

mand post at the plant site the night
before, but there were no incidents.
Helicopters buzzed steadily and very
loudly overhead— which they continued to do for the rest of the
weekend.
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The mood among the marchers was
determined as well as jovial. As the
first Boston group walked through the

muddy

gate to the plant’s

access road,

broke into a spontaneous chorus of
“No Nukes Over Me” (sung to the tune
of the old spiritual “Oh Freedom”)—
“And before I’ll be oppressed, I’m
gonna stand here and protest; for the
.”
sake of the human family.
it

.

.

Protesters camped in the woods near
the construction site and signs were put

up

identifying paths as “No Nuke
Way,” and “Clamshell Blvd.” At the

main rally area, people wandered
amongst booths and tables exhibiting
various alternative energy projects and
promoting numerous political causes.
On Saturday evening Jackson
Browne, John Hall and Pete Seeger
performed before a crowd of several
thousand. Besides the likes of “The

Harder They Come,” and “Plutonium
Forever,” Browne and Co. sang such
well-known non-political songs as
is

“Nowhere Man”

(dedicated to

New

Hampshire Governor Thompson) and
“Before the Deluge.”
But Saturday’s events were not entirely
devoted to music and
refreshments. Earlier in the day. Clamshell had called a press conference with
Dr. Benjamin Spock, well-known

and peace activist. Noting
demonstrations against nuclear
power plants are a good way of
pediatrician
that

“radicalizing” people, Spock declared,
“We have got to wake people up to the
fact that their government belongs to

The issue is

industry.

for people to take

back control of the government.”
The weekend’s main event came on
Sunday, a day-long rally of speeches
and music. Speakers included Dr. John
Gofman, Dr. Barry Commoner,
Amory Lovins, and Dick Gregory.
Musical entertainment was provided by
Arlo Guthrie, Wobbly Utah Philipps,

and the ubiquitous Pete Seeger, who
led the crowd in a moving sing-along of
“This Land is You Land” complete

—

with the “subversive” verses they
never taught you in grammar school.
Dr. Gofman, who had helped to invent the atom bomb, told the crowd,

“We know

now,

from abundant
power is the big-

studies, that nuclear

from the point of view
of the standard of living and jobs for
the working man.” At a press congest rip-off yet

ference earlier in the day, Gofman had
the health hazards of
nuclear power.

commented on

One Native American speaker noted:
“With the advent of nuclear power,
the white
people.
.

against
against

agreed.

man
.

.

oppressing his own
it’s not race
but a few super-rich
is

We

race,

see that

everybody.”

Dick

Gregory

The problem, he

claimed, was
a “system so vicious” that it teaches
people to relate more to “property”
than to themselves and each other.

Gregory drew the loudest applause of
when he stated, “Once we
move across this country, and close all
[the nuclear plants] down.
the next
day we’ll tell ’em ‘no more nuclear
the day

.

.

(continued on inside front cover)
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TOP RIGHT: CHICAGO(LNS) The appearance of
over 3,000 counter-demonstrators at
the Chicago plaza where neo-Nazi
leader Frank Collin had scheduled
a demonstration Saturday, June 24
1978, forced the police to delay the
of' the small band of
appearanceNazis until security forces could
be beefed up. Close to 1,000 Chicago
police stood in ranks between
counter-demonstrators and the less
than 30 nazi brownshirts attired
in stormtrooper uniforms and carrying
plywood shields
After police held Collin and his
followers several blocks from the
plaza until they had secured the
area, the Nazis snuck into the plaza
through an underground tunnel and
appeared suddenly in the fading
daylight.
;

TOP LEFT:
In cities across the country
hundreds of thousands of lesbians and
gay men took to the streets during
Gay Pride Week, June 18 to 25. This
photo is from the rally in Central
Park, New York City, where over 75,000
gays gathered after a march up Fifth
Avenue. June 25, 1978.
CREDIT:

LNS Women's Graphics

SEE STORY PAGE 1

e-

CREDIT (caption and photo): Chip Berlet/
LNS
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BOTTOM RIGHT: (Close to 1,000 Chicago
police stood in ranks between counterdemonstrators and the less than 30
brownshirts attired in stormtrooper
uniforms and carrying plywood
shields on June 24, 1978. (See
caption above.)
CREDIT;

Chip Berlet/LNS
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BOTTOM LEFT: On June 24, 1978, over 200
striking nurses and supporters marched
through downtown Washington, holding
several rallies at those companies who
sit on the board of directors of the
Washington Hospital Center. The nurses
were on strike for 31 days before going
back to work.
CREDIT:

Keith Madden/LNS

SEE STORY PAGE 2
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